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4SIGHT Helps Facilities Capitalize on Productivity Using Real-Time Data
(Carrollton, TX) – 4SIGHT™ Yard and Dock Management System takes your operation to the next level

by integrating your facility with intelligent software to monitor, schedule, and communicate trailer
movement, load assignment, and loading dock status in a simple, easy-to-use interface.
4SIGHT bridges the gap between
warehousing

and

transportation,

thereby alleviating common logistics
problems.

This system combines

RFID, GPS and sensor technologies
to provide companies with real-time
yard and loading dock visibility,
enabling them to improve trailer
coordination

and

turn

time

management.

The robust event-

management capabilities and alert notifications help reduce the labor associated with moving and
managing yard assets.
The 4SIGHT solution offers full automation, visibility and optimization from the time a vehicle
approaches the inbound gate, throughout dock activity and trailer movement around the yard, to the time
a vehicle leaves through the outbound gate. Components of 4SIGHT include:
•
•
•
•

Graphic Interface of the yard and loading dock provides color-coded, exact location mapping
and activity display.
Gate Management provides visibility of inbound and outbound equipment.
Load Assignment and Dock Door Scheduling allows managers to assign loads to specific
trailers and optimize dock door usage.
Productivity and Activity Reports provide data on the utilization of trailers, dock doors,
equipment status, switchers, etc.
-more-
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In addition to its productivity tools, 4SIGHT also allows facilities to maintain their loading dock
equipment based on actual usage as opposed to a traditional time-based maintenance schedule. Dock
usage data is collected and displayed, and the system automatically identifies loading docks that reach a
usage threshold. Once the threshold has been reached, an automated email will be sent to service
providers and maintenance managers, and affected doors can be locked out for maintenance. 4SIGHT
also includes a value-added benefit of increased security around the loading dock area, incorporating
security cameras and built-in sensors to identify unauthorized dock door or trailer movement.
Contact 4Front Engineered Solutions to better understand how 4SIGHT can be implemented to best serve
your specific application.
###

4SIGHT is the latest technology offering from 4Front Engineered Solutions, the world's leading
manufacturer of branded truck and rail loading dock equipment. 4Front owns the industry’s leading brands:
Kelley®, Serco®, LoadHog®, TKO® Dock Doors, and APS Resource®.

4Front offers warehousing,

manufacturing, retail and distribution center customers, participating in a variety of end markets, the most
comprehensive line of highly engineered loading dock systems in the material handling industry.

For more information contact us at:
info@4SIGHTsolution.com | 866-691-1377 | www.4SIGHTSolution.com
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